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Abstract. This paper reports on the computer process to be used in an
ongoing research to investigate the effect of architectural parameters
of tall buildings on the incorporation of wind turbines. The process
combines a generative modeling tool (Grasshopper) and a performance
based CFD tool (Virtualwind). The process is demonstrated on three
typical tall building plan configurations. The wind speed was
simulated at certain locations to demonstrate the ability of tall
buildings to enhance the wind speed and thus maximize the energy
produced by wind turbines located between twin towers. The process
to predict wind power production is lastly listed.

1. Introduction
Tall buildings are a major component in today’s urban fabric in many parts
around the world, and the amount of energy they consume is enormous.
Architects and building engineers have been showing an increasing interest
in designing highly energy efficient tall buildings to reduce the energy
consumption and attend to the escalating call for sustainable building
designs. In recent years, there has been a shift toward a collective approach
toward net Zero-Energy Buildings (Torcellini et al., 2006). New tall
buildings not only adopt energy reduction strategies, but also integrate onsite renewable energy applications such as solar, geothermal, and wind
(Frechette and Gilchrist, 2008). Such collective approach enforces architects
and engineers to go beyond the typical use of CAAD and BIM toward the
use of advanced performance based, and computer simulation programs.
The emerging software deal with the creation of architectural forms that is
mainly determined by the building performance (Kolarevic, 2003). The
influence of natural elements such as wind and sun on building forms will
be understood at the early stages of design (Malkawi, 2005).
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Integrating wind turbines into commercial tall buildings is evident (Smith
and Killa, 2007). This is because the speed and therefore the power of the
wind increases with height above the ground (Lu and Ip, 2009), and (Irwin
et al., 2008). This integration is one of the many strategies to achieve netzero energy buildings defined by (Torcellini and Crawley, 2006). This
ongoing research investigates architectural parameters toward enhancing
wind power production in tall buildings. The focus of this paper is to
illustrate on the computer process to be used for the investigation.
2. Background
A few notable international tall buildings have been constructed, or
proposed with the ability to capture wind energy via Building Integrated
Wind Turbines (BIWT’s). Examples of current buildings are categorized
based on the arrangement of tall building which usually falls into three
categories (Babsail et al., 2010).

Figure 1. Examples of BIWT in Single Towers. (a) Pearl River, Guangzhou, China; (b) Strata
SE1, London, UK; (c) Anara Tower, Dubai, UAE [propsed]
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Figure 2. Examples of BIWT in Twin Towers (a) Bahrain World Trade Center; (b)
Lighthouse Tower in Dubai [proposed]; (c) Project WEB [research]

3. Methodology
The research plan comprises four parts: i) Identification of initial tall
building forms and architectural parameters for 3D form generation; ii)
Simulation of energy in use for base models and wind speed performance;
iii) Quantitative analysis of the simulation results; and iv) Prediction of
wind energy production of selected tall building forms.

Figure 3. The Research Model for Tall BIWT
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3.1. TALL BUILDING FORM GENERATION
Form generation based on defined architectural parameters is the initial step
for the integrated design process that will also utilize the use of a CFD
simulation tool before performing the final analysis and prediction of wind
power production in BIWT (Figure 4). Parametric tools such as Grasshopper
will be utilized for building form generation. This step is crucial to
parametrically understand the influence of architectural design on the wind
behavior around or through tall buildings.

Modification
Figure 4. Performative Design Flow diagram to predict wind power production in BIWT

3.2. SIMULATION OF BUILDING PERFORMANCE IN TERM OF
ENERGY AND WIND SPEED
The second step in the computational process is to simulate the generated
tall building forms for two performance measures; energy in use and wind
speed using a CFD simulation tool.
Both energy and CFD simulation tools initially require establishing 3D
models of the buildings to be analyzed in order to be imported to the
simulation tool. While the selected energy simulation tool (eQuest) offers a
basic modeling features that can be used to model simple forms, the CFD
program (Virtualwind) is not equipped with such features. 3D models can be
created in other software and then imported in STL format. Modeling the
building forms using generative tools such as Grasshopper, allows advanced
control over design parameters specifically for tall buildings.
The design and environmental assumptions, that are essential for energy
and CFD simulations, must be decided upon prior to performing the
simulations. The flow diagram below (Figure 5) illustrates on the proposed
steps for performance simulations needed after the building form is
generated parametrically.
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Figure 5. Simulation Process for Tall BIWT

3.2.1. Design Configurations
An example of the computer design process for wind power production
investigation is following. Three plan configurations of tall twin tower were
considered for initial investigation as shown in Figure 6. The in-between
distance (D) is equal to the windward width of the towers that is equal to
180ft (55m). The distance, D, is kept constant to keep the dimensions of the
obstruction to the wind in the 90° wind direction the same.

Figure 6. Three Twin Tower Form Configurations Considered for the Analysis, D = 180ft

3.2.2. Tall Building Performance Parameters
A Building Integrated Wind Turbine has to be, by its nature, an energy
efficient building in order for the wind turbine to generate a significant
amount of viable electricity to the building, and therefore, could achieve the
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net zero-energy goals. Hence, the investigation requires two sets of
performance parameters to be defined as shown in Table 1:
1) Parameters that affect energy performance in tall buildings; and
2) Parameters that affect wind energy performance.
TABLE 1. Design Parameters

3.2.3 CFD Modeling
Wind data is usually recorded in 22.5 degree increments and thus three wind
approach angles (i.e. 90°, 67°, and 45°) were considered for simulation. The
main purpose of the CFD simulation is to record the wind speed for three
points at the height selected for the wind turbine integration (Babsail et al.,
2010). Figure 7 displays different wind speed behaviors for different wind
approach angles.

Figure 7. CFD Modeling: (a) 90° Wind Direction (b) 67°; and(c) 45°
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3.2.4. Prediction of Wind Power Production
The last step will be to predict the annual wind power production based on
CFD simulation results. Annual wind energy generation is usually
calculated in relationship with the average wind speeds available on site,
and the energy output may vary with the cube of the wind speed as
demonstrated in the following equation:
P = ½ ρ AV3

(1)

Where:
P = power in watts (746 watts = 1 hp) (1,000 watts = 1 kilowatt)
ρ = air density (about 1.225 kg/m3 at sea level, less higher up)
A = rotor swept area, exposed to the wind (m2)
V = wind speed in m/s

However, in order to predict the annual wind energy production from a
wind turbine integrated in a tall building, the following steps are proposed:
1. Calculation of Wind Enhancement Factor (WEF) for each case. The
WEF is defined as the wind velocity measured with an existing
particular building configuration divided by the wind velocity
measured in the absence of buildings at the same height above the
ground. The relationship could be defined as:
WEF = V(bldg) / V(air)
Where:
V(bldg): wind speed measured with buildings at a certain height
V(air): wind speed in free air without buildings at the same height above the ground

The WEF determines the influence of certain building
configurations on the wind speed incoming toward wind turbines,
and therefore, determines potential available wind power.
2. Selection of wind turbines from available manufacturers that could
theoretically fit in the spaces where WEF was calculated.
3. Applying the calculated WEF to hourly wind speed data throughout
a year, and plot an enhanced version of that dataset. Then by
imposing the enhanced dataset on the Power Curve specified by the
wind turbine manufacturers for each selected wind turbine, an
annual wind power production could be predicted.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper has demonstrated the methodology used to investigate
architectural parameters of tall buildings toward enhancing wind power
production. The process begins with form generation using parametric

(2)
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design tool to control the architectural parameters under investigation. This
is followed by running a number of computer simulations to evaluate energy
performance as well as determining wind speeds at certain points. The last
step showed calculation process for predicting wind power production based
on wind enhancement factor as a result of the CFD simulations.
The authors are currently working on a computer tool that will assist on
estimating the annual energy production from selected wind turbine models
located in between twin towers. The future work will address the viability of
wind turbine placement in tall buildings based on the selected wind turbine
models and the building’s geographical location where hourly average wind
speed data is available for a whole year.
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